Electric-field effects on the interfacial electron transfer and protein dynamics of cytochrome c
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\section*{A B S T R A C T}

Time-resolved surface enhanced resonance Raman and surface enhanced infrared absorption spectroscopy have been employed to study the interfacial redox process of cytochrome c (Cyt-c) immobilised on various metal electrodes coated with self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of carboxyl-terminated mercaptanes. The experiments, carried out with Ag, Au and layered Au–SAM–Ag electrodes, afford apparent heterogeneous electron transfer constants ($k_{\text{ET}}$) that reflect the interplay between electron tunnelling, redox-linked protein structural changes, protein re-orientation, and hydrogen bond re-arrangements in the protein and in the protein/SAM interface. It is shown that the individual processes are affected by the interfacial electric field strength that increases with decreasing thickness of the SAM and increasing difference between the actual potential and the potential of zero-charge. At thick SAMs of mercaptanes including 15 methylene groups, electron tunnelling ($k_{\text{ET}}$) is the rate-limiting step. Pronounced differences for $k_{\text{ET}}$ and its overpotential-dependence are observed for the three metal electrodes and can be attributed to the different electric-field effects on the free-energy term controlling the tunnelling rate. With decreasing SAM thickness, electron tunnelling increases whereas protein dynamics is slowed down such that for SAMs including less than 10 methylene groups, protein re-orientation becomes rate-limiting, as reflected by the viscosity dependence of $k_{\text{ET}}$. Upon decreasing the SAM thickness from 5 to 1 methylene group, an additional H/D kinetic isotope effect is detected indicating that at very high electric fields re-arrangements of the interfacial or intra-protein hydrogen bond networks limit the rate of the overall redox process.

1. Introduction

Interfacial electron transfer (ET) reactions play a key role in various processes of technological importance such as catalysis, corrosion and energy conversion or storage [1–3]. Furthermore, they are constitutive for a large number of biological functions and essential for most of the biotechnological applications that utilize redox enzymes [4]. This wide range of fundamental and applied aspects of heterogeneous ET has motivated numerous experimental and theoretical studies for decades. It is, therefore, quite surprising that these elementary reactions are yet not comprehensively understood.

One reason for this quite remarkable gap is related to methodological shortcomings. For a long time, electrochemical methods have been the only techniques for determining thermodynamic and kinetic data of redox processes although the nature of the participating molecules could not be directly identified [5,6]. Thus, analyses of mechanistic aspects of interfacial redox processes had to rely upon indirect evidences.

In this respect, surface enhanced Raman (SER) and surface enhanced infrared absorption (SEIRA) spectroscopy represent powerful complementary techniques since the vibrational spectra of molecules in close vicinity of metal electrodes can be selectively probed due to the resonant coupling of the radiation field with the surface plasmons of the metallic support, which may be Ag or Au [7,8]. These methods can be coupled with the potential jump technique such that they provide information of the kinetics and thermodynamics of the interfacial processes and the nature of the molecule species involved [9–13].

SER and SEIRA spectroscopy have been employed to study interfacial processes of redox proteins [14–17]. In these studies, the SER
ET rate constants are generally higher for Au than for Ag (i.e. Cyt-c) the absolute values for the experimentally determined data obtained for SAM-coated Au and Ag electrodes display a qualitatively with decreasing distance in contrast to the exponential increase of the electronic coupling parameter in each of protein re-orientation. However, all experimental data reported so far indicate that the overall redox process is deter-

In the present work we have addressed these three questions by employing time-resolved (TR) SERR and SEIRA spectroscopy to probe the distance- and overpotential-dependence of the interfacial ET on Ag, Au, and Au–SAM–Ag hybrid electrodes. Special emphasis is laid on the analysis of viscosity and H/D effects on the kinetic constants. The results lead to the conclusion that not only protein re-orientation but also the electron tunnelling step itself is controlled by the interfacial electric field.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

6-mercaptoundecanoic acid (C₁₀) from Dojindo, 16-mercaptohexadeca-noic acid (C₁₅), 11-mercaptoundecanoic acid (C₁₁), and mercaptoacetic acid (C₁), all purchased from Sigma–Aldrich, were used without further purification. Formation of SAMs on the metal electrode followed the protocol described previously [26]. Horse heart Cyt-c from Sigma–Aldrich was purified by HPLC. The water used in all experiments was purified by a Millipore system and its resistance was more than 18 MΩ. All other chemicals were of highest purity grade available.

2.2. Surface Enhanced Resonance Raman spectroscopy

The spectroelectrochemical cell for SERR spectroscopy has been described elsewhere [26]. All potentials cited in this work refer to the Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl) electrode. A rotating Ag ring served as the working electrode. SER-activation, coating of the electrode by SAMs and subsequent protein immobilization followed the protocol described previously with minor modifications [10,26]. Briefly, prior to the spectroscopic experiments, the electrolyte solution (30 mM phosphate buffer, pH = 7.0) was bubbled with catalytically purified oxygen-free argon for ca. 20 min. Consecutively, Cyt-c solution was added yielding a final concentration of ca. 0.2 μM. Protein adsorption was achieved by incubating the working electrode for 30 min into the protein containing buffer solution at open circuit potential. All experiments were performed in the presence of protein in solution and Ar overpressure.

For experiments in D₂O, the protein was dissolved in buffered D₂O solutions adjusted to pD = 7.0 [12] and subsequently incubated for further 18–24 h for complete H/D exchange. To account for the intrinsically higher viscosity of D₂O, comparative experiments in H₂O buffer were carried out at a viscosity of 1.2 cp adjusted by addition of sucrose [42]. All SERR measurements were carried out with a roughened Ag electrode [10] or an Au–SAM–Ag electrode fabricated as described previously [45].

SERR spectra were measured in back-scattering geometry using a confocal microscope coupled to a single stage spectrophotograph (Jobin Yvon, LabRam 800 HR) equipped with a liquid-nitrogen cooled back illuminated CCD detector. The 413-nm line of a cw Krypton ion laser (Coherent Innova 300c) was focused onto the surface of the rotating Ag electrode by means of a long working distance objective (20×; NA 0.35). Typically, experiments were performed with laser powers of ca. 1 mW. Effective acquisition times were between 3 and 10 s. All experiments were repeated several times to
ensure reproducibility. For TR-SERR experiments, potential jumps of variable height and duration were applied to trigger the reaction. The SERR spectra were measured at different delay times following the potential jump. Further details of the stationary and TR-SERR experiments are given elsewhere [11,15,27]. After background subtraction the spectra were treated by a component analysis in which the spectra of the individual species were fitted to the measured spectra using a home-made analysis software [56,57].

2.3. Surface enhanced infrared absorption measurements

SEIRA measurements were performed with a Kretschmann-ATR configuration using a semi-cylindrical shaped silicon crystal. Thin gold (Au) films were formed on the flat surface of the silicon substrate by electroless (chemical) deposition technique [13]. For Cyt-c adsorption, SAM-coated electrodes were immersed in Cyt-c solution using a concentration of 2 μM. The SEIRA spectra were recorded from 4000 to 1000 cm\(^{-1}\) with a spectral resolution of 2 cm\(^{-1}\) on a Bruker IFS66v/s spectrometer equipped with a photo-conductive MCT detector. Four hundred scans were co-added for a spectrum. For the spectro-electrochemical measurements, the ATR crystal was incorporated into a three-electrode home-built cell [13].

TR SEIRA experiments were carried out using the potential jump technique [13]. Spectra acquisition was synchronized with the potential jumps controlled by a home-made pulse delay generator. Series of time dependent single-channel spectra of Cyt-c were collected when a potential jump was carried out from the reference potential at which Cyt-c was either largely reduced (−0.1 V) or oxidised (+0.125 V) to the final potential, and for the reverse jump. Depending on the time scale under examination, either step-scan or rapid-scan TR SEIRA measurements were carried out. The photo-conductive MCT detector with a fast amplifier was used in the DC-coupled mode for the step-scan measurements. In the case of the rapid-scan measurements, the AC-coupled mode was utilized. Details of the set-up as well as of the stationary and TR SEIRA experiments have been described previously [13].

3. Results

3.1. Stationary SERR spectra and spectra analysis

SERR spectra of Cyt-c were measured from Ag electrodes coated with carboxyl-terminated thiols of different chain lengths (C\(_x\)-SAM), expressed by the number of methylene groups x. For chain lengths with x = 15, 10, 5, SERR spectra do not provide any indication for contributions from species other than the native state (denoted as B1). Thus, these spectra could be well described by a superposition of the reduced and oxidised forms of state B1 using component analysis. For shorter SAMs, however, there are non-negligible contributions from non-native species (denoted as state B2) which increase upon approaching potentials above the redox potential of the native state [57,58], as reflected, inter alia, by a broadening of the peaks in the \(v_4\) and \(v_3\) band region (Fig. 1). These species include a five-coordinated high spin \(5cHS\) and a six-coordinated low spin \(6cLS\) ferric heme in which the native Met80 ligand is removed from the heme iron and this coordination site remains vacant or is replaced by a His, respectively [57]. The formation of these species is most likely related to the weakening of the Fe-Met80 bond of native ferric Cyt-c (B1) by the high electric fields in close proximity to the electrode as concluded from previous experimental and theoretical studies [57–59]. Thus, the analysis of the SERR spectra measured under these conditions has to consider the involvement of four different species, i.e., B1\(_{red}\), B1\(_{ox}\), B2\(_{ox}\) \(5cHS\), and B2\(_{ox}\) \(6cLS\). Then, the component analysis provides a consistent description of all experimental spectra, yielding the relative spectral contributions of each component to the individual experimental spectra. These spectral contributions were subsequently converted to relative concentrations [57]. The results of the analysis of the SERR spectra of Cyt-c at a C1-SAM-coated Ag electrode, measured as a function of the electrode potential, are shown in Fig. 2. The only redox transition refers to the native state B1 as demonstrated by a fit of the Nernstian equation to the data, allowing for the determination of the redox potential \(E^0\) and the number of transferred electrons \(n\) (Table 1).

![Fig. 1. SERR spectra of Cyt-c immobilised on a C1-SAM-coated Ag electrode at different electrode potentials. The blue, red, dark gray, and light gray lines represent the component spectra of the reduced B1, oxidised B1, oxidised B2[6cLS], and oxidised B2[5cHS] state, respectively. Further experimental details are given in the text. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)](image)

The nontative species are only present in the oxidised forms. The corresponding reduced counterparts are formed with electrode potentials below −0.3 V and are then rapidly converted to the native reduced B1 state [58,60], such that they are not detectable under equilibrium conditions in the stationary measurements.

3.2. Distance-dependence of the apparent electron transfer rate constant

TR-SERR experiments were first performed employing potential jumps from negative potentials (−0.1 V) to the redox potential such that relaxation processes include the ET of the immobilised Cyt-c at zero-driving force (\(\Delta G = 0\) eV). These experiments were carried out as a function of the SAM thickness for x = 15, 10, 5, and 1 on Ag electrodes. As in the stationary experiments, spectra for x > 5 only include the native species whereas at x = 1 also the component spectra of the two B2 species were required for a
satisfactory global fit to the experimental TR SERR spectra. Representative example spectra of experiments with Cyt-c on a C1-SAM-coated Ag electrode are shown in Fig. 3. The time-dependent relative concentration changes of the various species indicate a clear correlation between the decay of the reduced and the increase of the oxidised B1 state (Fig. 4). The non-native species initially grow in and then reach a constant level after ca. 20 ms. Thus, the kinetic analysis cannot be restricted to the redox process of the native state but must also include the formation of the B2 species. A qualitatively similar kinetic behaviour has been recently observed for Cyt-c covalently attached to SAM-coated Ag electrodes, and found to be adequately described by the scheme in which B1 ox exhibits a reaction channel to B2 ox\[5cHS\] in equilibrium with B2 ox\[6cLS\] [47]. In a similar way, we have considered the temporal evolution of the B2 species in the present kinetic analysis which thus allowed determining the relaxation constant $k_{\text{relax}}$ of the redox process of B1 (Table 1).

For the C15-SAM, $k_{\text{relax}}$ was identical to the previously determined value [12] but with decreasing chain length the relaxation constants obtained in this work were found to be smaller than the constants reported earlier, specifically for the C1-SAM. As a consequence, the distance-dependence of $k_{\text{relax}}$ does not display a plateau for $x < 10$ but even a decrease at $x < 5$ (Fig. 5).

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SAM</th>
<th>Buffer</th>
<th>$E^0$ (V)</th>
<th>$k_{\text{relax}}$ (s$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C10</td>
<td>H$_2$O</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H$_2$O, 1.2 cp</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D$_2$O</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>H$_2$O</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H$_2$O, 1.2 cp</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D$_2$O</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>H$_2$O</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H$_2$O, 1.2 cp</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D$_2$O</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data were obtained by TR-SERR experiments with potential jumps from $-0.1$ V to the redox potential. The average error associated with the determination of $E^0$ and $k_{\text{relax}}$ was determined to be ±0.05 V and ±10%.

---

**Fig. 2.** Potential-dependent distribution of the relative concentrations of the various species of Cyt-c immobilised on a C1-SAM-coated Ag electrode, as determined by SERR spectroscopy. The blue (circles), red (squares), dark gray (down-pointing triangle), and light gray (up-pointing triangle) symbols represent the reduced B1, oxidised B1, oxidised B2[6cLS], and oxidised B2[5cHS] state, respectively. The solid lines refer to a fit of the Nernst equation to the experimental data. Further experimental details are given in the text. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

**Fig. 3.** Selection of SERR spectra of a time-resolved experiment of Cyt-c immobilised on a C1-SAM-coated Ag electrode, including the stationary SERR spectra at the initial potential $E_i = -0.1$ V and the final potential $E_f = E^0$, and a TR SERR spectrum obtained after a delay time $\delta = 18$ ms subsequent to the potential jump. The blue, red, dark gray, and light gray lines represent the component spectra of the reduced B1, oxidised B1, oxidised B2[6cLS], and oxidised B2[5cHS] state, respectively. Further experimental details are given in the text. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

**Fig. 4.** Time-dependent changes of the relative concentrations of the various species of Cyt-c immobilised on a C1-SAM-coated Ag electrode, following a potential jump from $E_i = -0.1$ V to the $E_f = E^0$. The experimental data were determined by TR SERR spectroscopy. The blue, red, dark gray, and light gray symbols represent the reduced B1, oxidised B1, oxidised B2[6cLS], and oxidised B2[5cHS] state, respectively. The solid lines refer to a fit of exponentials to the experimental data. Further details of the experiments and the data analysis are given in the text. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
employed potential jumps from an initial potential $E_i \geq E^\circ$ to a final potential $E_f < E^\circ$ such that the amount of the overpotential $\eta = E_f - E^\circ$ was stepwise increased. Such measurements have been previously carried out with Cyt-c immobilised on SAM-coated Ag electrodes ([Table 2] [27]. In this work, we have extended the experiments to C15-SAM-coated Au and Au–SAM–Ag hybrid electrodes, probing the relaxation process by rapid-scan SEIRA and TR SERR spectroscopy, respectively. SEIRA spectroscopy allows monitoring the redox process of the immobilised Cyt-c on the basis of various redox-sensitive amide I bands at 1693 and 1673 cm$^{-1}$ which have been assigned to the β-turn type III segment 67–70 of the reduced and oxidised Cyt-c, respectively ([Figs. 6 and 7] [13]. For zero-driving force ($\eta = 0$ V), $k_{\text{relax}}$ was determined to be 0.29 s$^{-1}$ using the average of the relaxation constants derived from the intensity changes of the individual redox-sensitive amide bands ([Table 2]). This value is by a factor of 2 larger than the corresponding value determined for Ag electrodes under otherwise identical conditions. Increasing the driving force, however, leads to a much smaller increase of $k_{\text{relax}}$ as compared to the C15-SAM-coated Ag electrode with 0.35 and 0.77 s$^{-1}$ at $\eta = -0.24$ V and $\eta = -0.44$ V, respectively. A further increase of the driving force ($\eta = -0.49$ V) causes only a slight increase of $k_{\text{relax}}$ ([Table 2]). These observations are in sharp contrast to the results obtained for the C15-SAM-coated Ag electrode for which a substantially larger overpotential-dependent increase of $k_{\text{relax}}$ was noted [27].

A comparably unprecedented behaviour is found for the Au–SAM–Ag hybrid electrode [45,50]. This device is based on an electrochemically roughened Ag electrode, coated by a SAM of 11-amino-1-undecanethiol (AUT) which in turn is covered by a 15-nm thick Au film. The Au surface is then functionalised by a (carboxyl-terminated) C15-SAM to allow for Cyt-c binding. The hybrid electrodes offer the advantage of combining the optical properties of Ag with the electrochemical stability of Au [45]. Moreover, the dielectric spacer between the two metals promotes plasmon excitation such that the intensity of the SERR spectrum of Cyt-c immobilised on the outer C15-SAM layer of the Au film is comparable to that observed for Cyt-c at C15-SAM Ag electrodes. The SERR spectra with 413-nm excitation afford qualitatively the same results as observed for the Ag-only electrode system, i.e. with no contribution from non-native species at long chain lengths [45,50]. ET of the immobilised Cyt-c on C15-SAM-coated

### Table 2: Relaxation constants for the interfacial redox process as a function of the overpotential of Cyt-c immobilised on different electrode systems.$^a$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SAM</th>
<th>Ag (SEIRA) $k_{\text{relax}}$ (s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Au (SEIRA) $k_{\text{relax}}$ (s$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Au–SAM–Ag (SERR) $k_{\text{relax}}$ (s$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E_i$</td>
<td>$\eta$ (V)</td>
<td>$\eta$ (V)</td>
<td>$\eta$ (V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C15</td>
<td>0.05 0.15 0.26 0.60 0.80 1.5 2.88 3.73 3.91</td>
<td>0.24 0.35 0.44 0.49 0.49 0.35 0.77 0.83 0.83</td>
<td>0.24 0.35 0.44 0.49 0.49 0.35 0.77 0.83 0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C10</td>
<td>0.29 0.39 0.50 0.60 0.80 1.5 2.88 3.73 3.91</td>
<td>0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25</td>
<td>0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ The data were obtained by TR-SERR experiments with potential jumps from $+0.1$ V to different final potentials $E_f$ corresponding to an overpotential of $\eta = E_f - E^\circ$. The average error associated with the determination of $k_{\text{relax}}$ was ±10%. The $k_{\text{relax}}$ values for Cyt-c on C15-SAM-coated electrodes as discussed in the text were calculated according to Eq. (2).

$^b$ Data taken from Refs. [27,42].
Au–SAM–Ag electrodes proceeds via different regimes. For the oxidation reaction, the first step is electron tunnelling from Cyt-c through the outer C15-SAM coating to the Au film, followed by metallic conductance across the Au film in the second step, and, in the third step, again by electron tunnelling through the AUT SAM to the Ag electrode. The electron transport through the metallic Au film is much faster than the tunnelling processes for which the rates depend on the thickness of the respective SAMs. Thus, one intuitively expects that the ultimate rate-limiting step is tunnelling through the outer C15-SAM coating. This conclusion is in fact confirmed by a recent systematic analysis of the ET processes of Cyt-c at Cx-SAM-coated Au–SAM–Ag devices in which the thickness of the inner and the outer SAMs was varied [50]. Consequently, we can compare the ET dynamics of Cyt-c on C15-SAM-coated Au–SAM–Ag electrodes directly with those at C15-SAM-coated Au and Ag electrodes. In this respect, the experimentally determined rate constant is found to be higher by a factor of ca. 2.6 and 5.1 than for the Au and Ag electrode system, respectively. However, the overpotential is weaker than for Ag albeit more pronounced than for Au (Table 2).

Fig. 6. Rapid scan SEIRA difference spectra of Cyt-c immobilised on a C15-SAM-coated Au electrode for a potential jump from +0.125 V to –0.4 V. The reference spectrum refers to the initial potential of +0.125 V. The individual spectra that are displayed refer to delay times of 0.5, 1, 2.5, 5, and 15 s. The solid arrows indicate the direction of increasing delay times. Further details of the experiments are given in the text.

Fig. 7. Time-dependent changes of the intensities of the 1693 and 1673-cm⁻¹ bands determined from rapid-scan SEIRA difference spectroscopy of Cyt-c on C15-SAM-coated Au electrode. The data were obtained from potential jump experiments from +0.125 V (Ei) to –0.4 V (Ef). The reference spectrum refers to the initial potential of +0.125 V. Further details of the experiments are given in the text.

4. Discussion

Electrostatic binding of Cyt-c to electrodes coated with carboxyl-terminated SAMs proceeds mainly via two binding domains [46,48]. The high affinity domain (BD3), involving the lysine residues 72, 73, 79, 86, and 87, is, however, associated with a distinctly lower average electron tunnelling probability than the medium-affinity binding domain (BD2), defined by lysine residues 25 and 27. Thus, optimum electron tunnelling requires the rotational diffusion of the immobilised Cyt-c, which at C15-SAM-coated Ag electrodes proceeds with the rate constant korient larger than 6000 s⁻¹ as determined by TR SERR spectroscopy with 514 nm excitation [42]. This approach is based on the orientation-dependent preferential enhancement of heme modes of different symmetry under Q-band excitation. In contrast, the kinetic data obtained by TR SERR spectroscopy with 413-nm (Soret band) excitation as used in this work represent relaxation constants krelax describing the reduction and oxidation of the heme. The latter experiments afford the relaxation of the individual oxidised and reduced Cyt-c species Aᵢ following a potential jump. This relaxation is generally described by a mono-exponential function

\[ A_i(\delta) = A_i(E_i) \cdot \exp(-k_{relax} \cdot \delta) \]  

where \( A_i(\delta) \) and \( A_i(E_i) \) are the concentration of the species under consideration at the delay time \( \delta \) and at the initial potential \( E_i(\delta = 0\,s) \).

For C15-SAM-coated Ag electrodes, krelax is 0.15 s⁻¹ at zero-driving force and it increases to nearly 4 s⁻¹ upon raising the modulus of the overpotential [27]. Thus, korient is always distinctly larger than krelax implying that at C15-SAM-coated Ag electrodes the TR-SERR experiments directly probe electron tunnelling. In a first approximation, this is also true for C10-SAM coatings where, at zero-deriving force, krelax is ca. 50 s⁻¹ compared to korient = 390 s⁻¹ [42]. However, with increasing driving force, krelax approaches korient which becomes the limiting value of the overpotential-dependence of krelax. For Cx-SAM coatings, even at zero-driving force, the same values were determined for krelax and korient [42]. Under these conditions, the overall kinetics of the interfacial ET is the result of the convolution of protein dynamics and electron tunnelling and should, in fact, follow a more complex kinetic behaviour that deviates from a mono-exponential decay [49]. However, within the experimental accuracy and due to the limited time-resolution of the TR-SERR experiments, the description of the relaxation processes does not justify fit functions that are more complex than a simple exponential.

On the other hand, the increasing deviations for the values of krelax for Cx-SAM coatings with \( x \leq 10 \) determined in this work and those obtained earlier in our group (Table 2, [12]) may be related to the fact that the mono-exponential approximation becomes less accurate for thinner SAM coatings. In contrast to the fit of Eq. (1) to the data in this work, we have previously employed a fit of the linearized Eq. (1) [12], which might overestimate fast events in the case of a complex kinetic behaviour. As a consequence, the previous study afforded increasingly larger krelax values for Cx-SAM coatings with \( x \leq 10 \), compared to the present results.
In addition, the present spectra analysis is not restricted to the $v_4$ and $v_3$ band region as previously [12] but covers a wider spectral range, thereby increasing the accuracy specifically for thinner SAMs where contributions from the non-native states gain importance. This different spectra analysis may also account for the slight differences of the redox potentials determined from stationary SERR experiments (Table 1, [26]).

4.1. Electric-field effects on electron tunnelling

At C15-SAM-coated Ag electrodes, i.e. in the tunnelling regime, $k_{relax}$ determined from the TR-SERR experiments is related to the electron tunnelling rate constant $k_T$ for the reduction of the heme according to

$$k_{relax} = k_T \cdot \frac{K_{eq}}{(1 + K_{eq})}$$

(2)

where $K_{eq}$ is the redox equilibrium constant

$$K_{eq} = \exp \left( -\frac{(E - E_p^g) \cdot n \cdot e}{k_B T} \right)$$

(3)

with $E$, $e$, $k_B$, and $T$ denoting the electrode potential, the elementary charge, the Boltzmann constant, and the temperature, respectively. Thus, for zero-driving force corresponding to $\eta = E - E^0 = 0 \text{ V}$, we obtain $k_{relax} = 2k_T$.

Eqs. (2) and (3) also hold for the relaxation constants derived from the mono-exponential fits to intensity changes of the SEIRA bands at 1693 and 1673 cm$^{-1}$ measured for Cyt-c on C15-SAM-coated Ag electrodes, since these changes seem to proceed instantaneously with the heterogeneous ET [13]. This conclusion is very plausible as the amide I band changes most likely reflect the redox-linked protein structural changes, i.e. the protein reorganisation, which occurs much faster than long-distance electron tunnelling considered in this work. Furthermore, even for C5-SAM-coated Ag electrodes, $k_{relax}$ at zero-driving force was found to be unaffected by an increase of the viscosity to 1.2 cp, implying that protein re-orientation is faster than electron tunnelling. Thus, we can safely conclude for both the Ag and the Au electrode, the C15-SAM coating refers to a regime, in which, regardless of the overpotential, electron tunnelling is the rate-limiting step. The same considerations hold for the Au–SAM–Ag electrode.

Electron tunnelling between an immobilised redox site and the electrode can be described according to Eq. (4) [64,65]

$$k_{T} (\eta) \approx \frac{\pi \cdot |V|}{\bar{n}} \cdot \rho \cdot \exp(-\beta \cdot d) \cdot \text{erfc} \left( \frac{\lambda + \eta \cdot e}{\sqrt{4k_B T}} \right)$$

(4)

where $\lambda$, $V$, and $\rho$ are the reorganisation energy, the electronic coupling parameter, and the density of states in the electrode, respectively, and $\text{erfc}(z)$ is the complementary error function. The exponential function in Eq. (4) represents the distance-dependence of the electronic coupling parameter with $d$ and $\beta$ denoting the ET distance and the tunnelling decay parameter. Upon relating the ET rate constant at a given overpotential $k_{T}(\eta)$ with the rate constant at zero-driving force ($\eta = 0 \text{ V}$), $k_{T}(0)$, one obtains

$$\frac{k_{T}(\eta)}{k_{T}(0)} = \frac{\text{erfc} \left( \frac{\lambda + \eta \cdot e}{\sqrt{4k_B T}} \right)}{\text{erfc} \left( \frac{\lambda}{\sqrt{4k_B T}} \right)}$$

(5)

which has been employed to determine the reorganisation energy for the electron tunnelling process of Cyt-c immobilised on a C15-SAM-coated Ag electrode (Fig. 8) [27]. In this way, a reorganisation of 0.22 eV has been determined.

We now consider the overpotential-dependence of $k_T$ determined for Cyt-c on C15-SAM-coated Au and Au–SAM–Ag hybrid electrodes, determined by rapid-scan SEIRA and TR SERR spectroscopy, respectively. In both cases, $k_T$ displays a drastically weaker increase with increasing $|\eta|$ (Fig. 8). This discrepancy with respect to Ag can hardly be rationalised on the basis of Eq. (5) since it would imply a physically meaningless low value for reorganisation energy, specifically for the SAM-coated Au electrode. Instead, in a first approximation, one may expect that $\lambda$ should be similar for Cyt-c, independent of the kind of the supporting metal (vide infra).

The crucial electrochemical property that is different for SAM-coated Au and Ag electrodes is the potential of zero-charge $E_{pzc}$. This quantity depends of the crystalline structure of the metal and the type of SAM-coating and has been determined to be $\approx 0.45$ and $-0.2 \text{ V}$ for C10-SAM-coated Ag and Au–SAM–Ag electrodes [50]. It is reasonable to assume that the values for the respective C15-SAM-coated electrodes are very similar [66]. Correspondingly, we assume $E_{pzc} = -0.05 \text{ V}$ for C15-SAM-coated Au electrodes taking into account literature data [66]. The difference between the actual electrode potential $E$ and $E_{pzc}$ is proportional to the electric field in the SAM/Cyt-c interface [26,54]. Thus, the ET reactions of Cyt-c at Au and Ag electrodes take place under the action of opposite electric fields, and moreover, experience increasing field strengths for Au but decreasing strengths for Ag upon increasing the driving force for reduction, i.e. with increasingly negative overpotential $\eta = E - E^0$, taking into account the redox potentials of $-0.01 \text{ V}$ and $+0.04 \text{ V}$ for Cyt-c on C15-SAM-coated Ag and Au electrodes, respectively [12,13]. Accordingly, the electric field variation for the Au–SAM–Ag electrode lies in between those for the Ag and Au electrode as it first decreases until $E = E^0$ ($E^0 = +0.04 \text{ V}$ [50]) and then increases again for $E < E_{pzc}$.

As shown previously for the charge recombination in photosynthetic systems, ET transfer reactions may be accelerated or slowed down by an externally applied electric field (e.g. [67–69]). These and related experimental data have been attributed to an electric-field dependent variation of the free-energy term of the Marcus equation [67,70], as the electric-field dependence of the electronic parameter is usually very small [71]. Accordingly, we have adopted these approximations and used a simple electric-field dependent correction to the free-energy term to rationalise
the present kinetic data. These approximations imply that, due to the fast protein re-orientation at C15-SAM coatings (vide supra), any electric-field dependent differences in the orientational distribution of the immobilised Cyt-c on the three electrode systems have no effect on the ET kinetics, i.e. ET always takes place via the optimum electron coupling.

Assuming a linear relationship between $E_{pec}$ and the electric field strength [26,54], the actual driving force may be given by an effective overpotential $\eta_{eff}$ according to Eq. (6)

$$\eta_{eff} = \eta + [a_0 + a_1 \cdot (E - E_{pec})] = [E - E^0] + [a_0 + a_1 \cdot (E - E_{pec})]$$

where $a_0$ and $a_1$ are constants. Then Eq. (5) is modified to

$$\frac{k_{ET}(E)}{k_{ET}(0)} = \frac{\text{erfc} \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{4k_BT}} \right)}{\text{erfc} \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{4k_BT}} \right)}$$

Eq. (7) is then fitted to the experimental data for C15-SAM-coated Ag and Au–SAM–Ag electrodes setting $\lambda = 0.22$ eV [27] in both cases and using the experimentally determined redox potentials of $-0.01$ and $+0.04$ V for Cyt-c on C15-SAM-coated Ag and Au–SAM–Ag electrodes, respectively. Thus, a good and consistent description is achieved with the same value for $a_1$ (ca. 0.01) and $a_0$ of ca. $-0.004$ and $-0.04$ V for Ag and Au–SAM–Ag, respectively (Fig. 9). With these parameters, the ratio of the ET rate constants at zero-driving force for Cyt-c at C15-SAM-coated Ag and Au–SAM–Ag, $k_{ET}(0, Ag)/k_{ET}(0, AuAg)$, is calculated to be ca. 0.4 which is in qualitative agreement with the experimental value of 0.2 (Table 2).

The low number of experimental values for $k(\eta)$ of Cyt-c at the C15-SAM-coated Au electrode does not justify a fit of Eq. (7) with two adjustable parameter but introducing the additional constant of $k_{ET}(0, Ag)/k_{ET}(0, Au) = 0.5$ (Table 2), it turns out that a reasonable reproduction of the experimental data may be achieved by a similarly low value of $a_0$ as for Ag and Au–SAM–Ag but a distinctly more negative value for $a_1$.

Despite the crudeness of the present approach, the results allow concluding that electron tunnelling is controlled by the interfacial electric field. This electric-field dependence does not only account for the different overpotential-dependencies at the various electrodes. In addition, it provides a satisfactory explanation also for the different $k_{ET}(0)$ values although for this quantity, electrode-specific differences of $\rho$ and $V$ cannot be neglected a priori. However, the differences for the electronic densities of states $\rho$ of the three electrode systems are expected to be relatively small [72,73] and, in particular, cannot account for variations of $k_{ET}(0)$ by factor of more than 5. This is also true for the effect of the different tilt angles of the mercaptans on Ag and Au surfaces [74–76], which in principle might alter the electronic coupling $V$. However, in particular the 2.5 larger $k_{ET}(0)$ for Au–SAM–Ag compared to Au argues against this interpretation. Thus, we conclude that also differences for $k_{ET}(0)$ at the various electrodes are largely due to the different interfacial electric fields.

Note that for all three electrodes, the parameter $a_0$ was found to be very small. Since this quantity can be considered a correction term for the reorganisation energy, it implies that $\lambda$ is largely the same for all three systems and thus independent of the electric field (vide supra) [70]. A more specific and quantitative description of the electric-field effect, however, would require a more elaborate description of the interfacial electric field which is beyond the scope of the present work.

Extending this analysis to the overpotential measurements to C10-SAM-coated electrodes (Table 2) is problematic due to the interferences of electron tunnelling with protein dynamics which for Ag has been shown to proceed on comparable time scales already at moderate overpotentials [42].

### 4.2. Protein re-orientation and reorganisation of the hydrogen bond network in the protein/SAM interface

At Cx-SAM coatings at Ag electrodes with $x \leq 5$, the interfacial ET is controlled by the orientational distribution and dynamics of the immobilised protein. In fact, the dynamics of the overall redox process is viscosity-dependent as reflected by the decrease of $k_{relax}$ by a factor of 1.3 from the pure H2O buffer to the sucrose containing solution at 1.2 cp. This decrease is the same for Cx-SAM and C1-SAM coatings at the Ag electrode, implying that a potential electric-field dependence of the viscosity effect is beyond the detection limit.

Conversely, the decrease of $k_{relax}$ induced by substituting H2O against D2O buffer varies with the thickness of the SAM. Whereas at Cx-SAM coatings on Ag electrodes $k_{relax}(H_2O)/k_{relax}(D_2O)$ is 1.3 and thus identical to the viscosity-induced decrease of the relaxation constant, the ratio increases to 2.5 at C1-SAM coatings. Taking into account the intrinsically higher viscosity of D2O buffer solution that corresponds to that of a H2O buffer/sucrose solution at 1.2 cp, one may evaluate a true H/D kinetic isotope effect (KIE) at C1-SAM coatings of ca. 2.0. At Cx-SAM coatings, however, the observed decrease of $k_{relax}$ in D2O appears to be largely a viscosity effect. An upper limit of the H/D KIE in that case, however, may be estimated to be 1.1, taking into account the experimental accuracy of the determination of $k_{relax}$. In this respect, the KIEs determined in this work are actually somewhat smaller than the previously reported values for which the viscosity contribution was not

---

**Fig. 9.** Potential-dependence of the heterogeneous electron transfer rate constant $k_{ET}$ for Cyt-c immobilised on C15-SAM-coated Ag (top) and Au–SAM–Ag (bottom) electrodes. The black (open circles) and dark gray (open triangles) symbols refer to the data obtained from a Ag and Au–SAM–Ag electrode, respectively. The solid lines represent fits of Eq. (7) to the experimental data. Further details of the experiments and the data analysis are given in the text.
considered [12]. For C5-SAM-coated Au electrodes, TR SEIRA experiments reveal no viscosity dependence and no H/D KIE for $k_{\text{relax}}$, which in addition is distinctly larger (800 s$^{-1}$) than for Ag. This finding indicates that at C5-SAM-coated Au electrodes protein re-orientation is much faster than on the Ag electrode and does not appear to constitute the rate-limiting step of the interfacial redox process.

An increased viscosity is likely to slow-down the large-scale motions of the immobilised protein, specifically the change of the binding site via rotational diffusion [42,46]. However, also small-amplitude fluctuations of water molecules in the Cyt-c/SAM contact region are affected as concluded from recent studies on covalently attached Cyt-c that as well reveals a viscosity effect of $k_{\text{relax}}$ in the non-tunnelling regime [47].

The molecular origin of the H/D KIE may be based on two different processes. First, the above-mentioned fluctuations of water molecules in the interface between Cyt-c and the SAM have been shown to be important for a fine adjustment of the protein orientation with respect to the surface and thus for a more efficient electronic coupling [46,48]. Such motions inevitably include a re-arrangement of the hydrogen bond network, which is part of the thermal fluctuations of the system and is not a pre-requisite for the ET although they may affect the rate of electron tunnelling. Second, the change of the charge distribution at the redox site associated with the ET requires a re-arrangement of the hydrogen bond network, specifically albeit not exclusively, in the immediate surroundings of the heme as a part of the structural reorganisation [12,27]. It might be that this process involves short-range proton translocations, corresponding to a proton-coupled electron transfer mechanism. Such a mechanism has been proposed in our previous study [12,27] and, recently, discussed in more detail by Davis and Waldeck [43] in the context of further experimental and theoretical data [30,77,78]. In any case, the fact that the same KIE is observed regardless of the H/D exchange method (vide supra) implies that the kinetically relevant protons are easily exchanged.

Both processes, the fluctuations of the hydrogen bond network in the Cyt-c/SAM interface, and the redox-linked re-arrangement of the internal hydrogen bond network, may account for the H/D KIE effects observed in this work. In each case, displacements of (partially) charged groups and protons are involved which are likely to be affected by the interfacial electric field. The decrease of the H/D-sensitive relaxation constant from C5-SAMs to C1-SAMs points to an electric-field dependent increase of the activation energy required for the underlying processes. Moreover, also the KIE itself increases with increasing field strength (i.e., from C5- to C1-SAMs).

4.3. Overall electric-field effect on the interfacial electron transfer process

Due to the electric-field dependent decrease of the protein re-orientation rate, the experimentally determined values for $k_{\text{orient}}$ and $k_{\text{relax}}$ are essentially the same for C5-SAM-coated Ag electrodes [42]. Under these conditions, the interfacial redox process may be described by a convolution of protein re-orientation and orientation-dependent electron tunnelling probabilities [42,48]. Most likely, the majority of the proteins is bound to the SAM surface via the high affinity domain BD3 for which the average electronic coupling parameter is predicted to be lower by a factor of ca.10 as compared to the medium-affinity binding domain BD2 for which the largest average electron coupling parameter has been calculated [46]. As a consequence, electron tunnelling should be faster by a factor of 100 for Cyt-c bound via BD2 than via BD3. Thus, the lower limit for the heterogeneous ET rate (slow protein re-orientation) should be given by the average electron tunnelling rates via BD3 whereas the upper limit (fast protein re-orientation) results from electron tunnelling via BD2. Then, the upper limit of the ET rate at C5-SAM coatings may be estimated on the basis of distance-dependent term in Eq. (4) by extrapolating the rate constants in the electron tunnelling regime (C1c- and C1p-SAMs) to the C5-SAM system [12]. This leads to a limiting rate constant of $6 \times 10^3$ s$^{-1}$ that is four orders of magnitude larger than the experimentally observed value for $k_{\text{relax}}$. This difference has to be compared with the gap of two orders of magnitude between the lower and upper limit for orientation-dependent tunnelling as derived from the MD simulations. Moreover, this discrepancy is even more severe considering the kinetics at the C1-SAM since the experimentally value for $k_{\text{relax}}$ even drops compared to the C5-SAM. Just due to the distance dependence one would have expected an increase of the rate constant by a factor ca. 500, independent of the protein orientation and orientational dynamics.

These considerations imply that with increasing electric field strength at short distances the electron tunnelling rate is drastically slowed down. Most likely, in this high-field regime, the electric-field dependence of the tunnelling rate is more complex than included in Eqs. (7) and (6). Specifically, the assumption of an electric-field independent electronic coupling parameter (Eq. (4)) might not be justified. In fact, the effect of the interfacial electric field on the electronic coupling parameter has not been considered in the previous calculations of the electron tunnelling probabilities for the various orientations of Cyt-c [46,48].

On the basis of this interpretation one can also understand the ca. 1000 times smaller relaxation constant for SAMs of the same length as C1 but which carry a phosphonate instead of a carboxylate head group [15]. Due to the significantly higher charge density on the phosphate-terminated SAM, the interfacial electric field strength is larger than for the carboxyl-terminated SAM, causing the drastic decrease of the electron tunnelling rate constant. The same explanation holds for the ca. 40 times lower $k_{\text{relax}}$ at Ag electrodes covered with sulphate anions compared to the C1-coated Ag electrode [58].

The interfacial redox process of Cyt-c on electrodes involves four different elementary steps, that are electron tunnelling coupled with the reorganisation of the protein structure, protein re-orientation on the SAM surface, and the re-arrangement of the hydrogen bond network in the protein/SAM interface and possibly also inside the protein. The individual steps depend on the local electric field, which in turn is controlled by the distance- and potential-dependence of the surface charge density on the SAM $\sigma_S$ and of the quantity $(E - E_{pzc})$ [26,54]. The interplay of these electric-field dependent steps results in a complex overall potential-and distance-dependent kinetic behaviour.

Since the surface charge density $\sigma_S$ and $(E - E_{pzc})$ are different for different metals (i.e. Ag and Au) and the different types of coatings (i.e., charged, polar, or hydrophobic SAM surfaces) one may readily understand why the experimentally determined rate constants may differ among the various electrode/SAM systems but display, in toto, a similarly shaped distance-dependence [12,15,23,25,29–32,36]. At C5-SAM-coated Au electrodes, for instance, $k_{\text{relax}}$ at zero-driving force ($E = E^0$) is more than 6 times larger than in the case of Ag. This difference can be attributed to the fact that $|E^0 - E_{pzc}|$ is smaller for Au and, hence, also the electric field is weaker for Au than for Ag (vide supra) such that both electronic tunnelling and, as supported by the lack of a significant viscosity and H/D KIE effect, also protein re-orientation and hydrogen bond fluctuations are faster. On the other hand, an electrochemical investigation by Davis and Waldeck [43] reported a viscosity-corrected H/D KIE of ca. 1.2 for Cyt-c immobilised on Au electrodes coated by mixed carboxyl- and hydroxyl-terminated SAMs of 5 and 4 methylene groups, respectively. This difference compared to the present results is evidently due to the mixed monolayer that, compared to the pure carboxyl-terminated SAM used in this work,
affords a ca. 6 times larger $k_{\text{relax}}$, close to the rate constants of the viscosity- and H/D-dependent processes.

5. Conclusions

We have shown that the electric-field effects on protein motion, electron tunnelling, and hydrogen bond re-arrangements provide the basis for a consistent description of the present and previous experimental findings on the heterogeneous ET reaction of Cyt-c obtained for different electrode systems and SAM-coatings [12,15,23,25,29–32,36]. Moreover, these electric-field effects seem to constitute a general mechanism for interfacial processes of quite different redox proteins, since in each case the same elementary steps are involved. Details may be different depending on the surface charge of the protein’s binding domains that may be either cationic, anionic, or hydrophobic and may contain heme or copper redox centers [51–55].
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